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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach for protecting deep

neural networks from adversarial attacks, i.e., methods that

add well-crafted imperceptible modifications to the origi-

nal inputs such that they are incorrectly classified with high

confidence. The proposed defence mechanism is inspired by

the recent works mitigating the adversarial disturbances by

the means of image reconstruction and denoising. However,

unlike the previous works, we apply the reconstruction only

for small and carefully selected image areas that are most

influential to the current classification outcome. The selec-

tion process is guided by the class activation map responses

obtained for multiple top-ranking class labels. The same

regions are also the most prominent for the adversarial per-

turbations and hence most important to purify. The result-

ing inpainting task is substantially more tractable than the

full image reconstruction, while still being able to prevent

the adversarial attacks.

Furthermore, we combine the selective image inpaint-

ing with wavelet based image denoising to produce a non-

differentiable layer that prevents attacker from using gra-

dient backpropagation. Moreover, the proposed nonlinear-

ity cannot be easily approximated with simple differentiable

alternative as demonstrated in the experiments with Back-

ward Pass Differentiable Approximation (BPDA) attack. Fi-

nally, we experimentally show that the proposed Class-

specific Image Inpainting Defence (CIIDefence) is able to

withstand several powerful adversarial attacks including

the BPDA. The obtained results are consistently better com-

pared to the other recent defence approaches.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNN) have recently made

tremendous impact in many fields, including audio analy-

sis and computer vision. For instance, many state-of-the-art

methods in speech recognition, face detection, fraud detec-

tion and autonomous driving nowadays rely on deep neural

network architectures. In some of these applications, the

system performance may have crucial financial and secu-

rity impacts. In such cases, it becomes important that the

system is resilient against engineered attacks targeting to

influence the system behaviour.

Unfortunately, many modern DNN architectures are sur-

prisingly vulnerable to well crafted attacks that utilise ad-

versarial examples [30]. The adversarial example is created

by perturbing the input image in such a way that it remains

virtually indistinguishable from the original image, but un-

like the original input, it will be misclassified by the system

with high confidence. Such weakness could lead to severe

consequences in many important applications [8]. These

challenges have motivated researchers to propose defences

that protect the networks against adversarial attacks [16].

One group of defence methods modify the network ar-

chitecture [22] or the training set [31]. The key idea in

these approaches is to minimize the original loss function

while increasing the perturbation space around the clean in-

puts. The main drawback is that the network needs to be

re-trained. Moreover, these defences are usually effective

only against the attacks considered during the training. An-

other group of defence methods circumvents the need for

network re-training by modifying only the input image to

mitigate the possible adversarial perturbations. These meth-

ods are usually referred as transformation based defences.

Our approach is also built according to this paradigm.

The transformation based defences are typically relying

on gradient masking techniques [21], which aim at prevent-

ing the attacker from using the gradient descend optimisa-

tion for constructing the adversarial examples. However,

recent works have introduced approaches that make such

defences vulnerable [2]. Furthermore, the transformation

based defences reduce the quality of the original input im-

age, which may lead to reduced performance.

In this paper, we propose a novel defence called Class-

specific Image Inpainting Defence (CIIDefence). The main

contributions of our work include: i) introduction of class-
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specific image inpainting approach for preventing adversar-

ial attacks, ii) method for extracting image areas that are

potential for adversarial perturbations, and iii) fusing in-

painting based reconstruction method with traditional im-

age denoising to improve the performance and provide a

non-differentiable layer for gradient masking. In the exper-

iments, we show that the proposed method outperform pre-

vious well-known defences and is able to withstand several

state-of-the-art attacks, including Backward Pass Differen-

tiable Approximation (BPDA) [2] to a large extend. Fur-

thermore, the original classification accuracy is only mini-

mally impacted by the application of our defence.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we will outline a few well known attack

and defence approaches that are useful for understanding

the proposed method and the related work. Let Xc and

f (·) denote the input image and the classifier (e.g. neu-

ral network), respectively. Further, assume that the clas-

sification result of Xc, denoted as xc, is obtained as xc =
argmaxi f (Xc)i, where f (Xc)i denotes the probability of

Xc belonging to the class i. The classifier f is learned by

minimising a loss function l with respect to the training set.

The adversary aims at generating an adversarial image

Xa by adding small a perturbation δ to Xc such that: i)

the perturbation is imperceptible to human eyes (i.e., δ is

small), and ii) the classification of Xa (denoted as xc
a) is in-

correct. This kind of attack is referred as untargeted as op-

posed to targeted attack, where we additionally require Xa

to be classified in the predefined target class y (i.e., xc
a = y).

One computationally efficient attack is the Fast Gradient

Sign Method (FGSM) presented in [9]. The FGSM com-

putes gradients of the loss function l with respect to the im-

age pixels and then subtracts or add a fixed value ε from

each pixel depending on the sign of the corresponding gra-

dient. More specifically,

Xa = clip (Xc + sign (∇l (f (Xc) , x
c))) (1)

where clip, sign and ∇ denote image clipping (applied to

restrict the maximum perturbation), sign function and gra-

dient operator, respectively. The outlined process can be re-

peated until the desired adversarial image is obtained [13].

Such iterative version of the FGSM is known as Iterative

Gradient Sign Method (IGSM) [13]. Another iterative ver-

sion of the FGSM is Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [18]

which considers only the allowable perturbations and hence

does not require image clipping.
Deep Fool (DFool) [19] attack treats the classifier f as

a set of linear decision boundaries and produces perturba-
tions that push the adversarial image across these bound-
aries, which eventually leads to mis-classification. Carlini
& Wagner (C&W) [5] is another powerful attack which pro-
duces an adversarial image by jointly minimizing the adver-

sarial perturbations and the difference between logits of the
true and adversarial classes. That is, it minimizes

‖δ‖
p
+ c ∗max (−κ, Z(Xa)xc −max{Z(Xa)y 6=xc}) (2)

where Z (α)b denotes the logits of f for class b when image

α is given as input, and κ, c and p are the margin parameters

(i.e. constant defining contribution of different constraints

and norm type, respectively).

A notable similarity in the above methods is the fact

that they all need the gradients of the loss function l to

construct the adversarial image. In fact, if these gradi-

ents are available, the attacks are able to breach any de-

fence. Similarly, from defence perspective, most of these

attacks can be prevented by making the gradients inacces-

sible [2]. This observation is leveraged in many trans-

formation based defences by adding a preprocessing layer

that prevents an attacker from obtaining the gradient values

(gradient masking). Mathematically, if the preprocessing

layer is denoted as g (·), the classification is performed as

xc = argmaxif (g (Xc))i and the attack has to be made

on f (g (·)) rather than f (·).
Common approaches for gradient masking [2] include: i)

shattered gradients where incorrect gradients are provided

due to numeric instability or by adding non-differentiable

layers; ii) stochastic gradients where randomness is used to

provide different gradients in every iteration; and iii) van-

ishing/exploding gradients where impractical gradients are

produced due to deep architectures.

Xu et al. [33] utilised the shattered gradient technique

by adding non-differentiable layers like JPEG compression.

This type of defence was later breached by the BPDA at-

tack [2], where the non-differentiable layers are approxi-

mated by differentiable alternative during the backpropaga-

tion. BPDA is also able to breach defences that are based on

vanishing and exploding gradient techniques. Xie et al. [32]

presented a defence using the stochastic gradient technique.

In their method, the input image is randomly padded and

cropped before the classification. Such defences were later

breached by expectation over transformation attack [2].

3. Related Work

Several works have utilized image denoising for the de-

fences such as bit depth slicing [33], median smoothing

[33], non-local mean filtering [33], JPEG compression [6],

and high guided denoisers [14]. Liao et al. [14] used au-

toencoder to produce a denoised image that was similar to

the clean input image at the high levels of the CNN output.

Guo et al. [10] apply image quilting and total variance

minimization (TVM) techniques to prevent the attacks. Im-

age quilting produces an approximation of the input by re-

placing small image areas with similar looking patches ob-

tained from the external dataset using k-nearest neighbours

classifier. The TVM technique [10] removes a small set of
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Figure 1. Flow-graph of the proposed defence, CIIDefence.

randomly chosen image pixels and reconstructs them to mit-

igate possible adversarial perturbations. A similar approach

was proposed in [23]. This method uses semantic maps and

randomization to select a small number of pixels that are

subsequently replaced with randomly selected neighbours.

The procedure creates noise that is later removed using a

wavelet denoising filter. This kind of approach is referred as

pixel deflection (PD). The classification performance with

TVM and PD defence is further improved by running the

classifier multiple times and aggregating the results.

Another group of transformation based defences uses

generative adversarial network (GAN) to reconstruct the in-

put image. In this way, the adversarial perturbations are

likely to be removed. Samangouei et al. [25] proposed a

GAN based method that can mitigate several adversarial at-

tacks when tested on MNIST dataset. Their approach ob-

tained the reconstruction using GAN with random number

input. Similar technique was proposed in [27], which aims

at reconstructing the unperturbed realistic image using the

adversarial example rather than random number. Unfortu-

nately, these approaches have high negative impact on the

original classification accuracy as the dimensionality of the

input space and number of classes increase [5].

All the existing GAN based defences aim at reconstruct-

ing the full image, which is a challenging task consider-

ing the large dimensionality of the input space. In contrast,

we do not aim at reconstructing the entire image, but only

a small set of carefully selected image patches (see Fig.

1). Therefore, the reconstruction task is considerably easier

compared to the full image reconstruction in [25, 27].

One of the key ideas in CIIDefence is to select those us-

ing Class Activation Map (CAM) technique that pinpoints

the image parts most influential to the classification out-

come. The same image parts are also the most prominent

for the adversarial perturbations and hence it makes sense

to target the reconstruction on them rather than random lo-

cations as in [17]. CAM technique was also applied in

[23], but they produced only a single activation map using

weighted average over different classes, whereas we utilise

class specific maps without any randomization procedure.

Moreover, due to lack of randomized components, we do

not need any time consuming ensemble based classification

procedures as in [10] and [23]. Finally, we fuse our inpaint-

ing based defence with wavelet based image denoising [23]

to further improve the results. In addition, this combination

provides a non-differentiable layer that turns out to be diffi-

cult to approximate with simple differentiable alternatives.

4. Proposed Defence

In this section, we will present the proposed defence. An

adversarial attack analyses the classifier behaviour to fool

the defence by employing two strategies: i) finding image

areas which help the classifier to make correct classification

and modify them to reduce the score of correct class; and ii)

finding the areas corresponding to the incorrect classes and

modifying them to increase the corresponding scores.

To prevent such attacks, we aim at modifying the adver-

sarial image in a way that the key areas involved in the clas-

sification decision would be similar to those in the original

clean image. The proposed method consists of the follow-

ing three stages: image masking, inpainting, and fusion. In

the first stage, we detect and remove areas that play crucial

role in the classification decision. These areas are recon-

structed in the second stage using a GAN based image in-

painting method by considering both local and global image

characteristics.

In the last stage of the method, the input image is de-

noised and the reconstructed areas are merged with the de-

noised result. It is important to note that the denoising is

not applied to the inpainted regions because it was found to

result in providing blurry regions, which eventually degrade

the classification performance. Eventually, the fused image

is provided to the original classifier. The flow-graph of the

CIIDefence is shown in Figure 1 and the steps involved

in the method are outlined in Algorithm 1. Further details

are provided in the subsequent sections.

4.1. Image Masking

If the adversarial attack is successful, the new

(mis)classification result is usually one of the top-k class la-
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Algorithm 1 CIIDefence(Iq, f)

Require: Input image, Iq and classifier f .

Ensure: Fused Image, If .

1: # Stage 1: Image masking

2: Compute top-n classes using f (Iq)
3: Initialize images to store binary mask, M and masked

image I using M = zeros (size (Iq)) and I = Iq
4: for each class c in top-n classes do

5: Obtain CAM from f (Iq) for c using Equation (3).

6: Find p̄ class-specific locations by extracting all the

local maximas and choosing the p̄ maximas from

them such that their CAM intensities are higher than

the CAM intensities of the remaining ones.

7: Corresponding to each location, mask the relevant ar-

eas by updating M and I using Equation (4).

8: end for

9: (Stage 2) Inpaint the selected areas using M and I .

Store the resultant image in Ii.

10: # Stage 3

11: Denoise Iq and save it as Id
12: Fuse the denoised and inpainted images using Equation

(5) and save the fused image in If .

13: return (If )

bels of the original undisturbed classification output. Sim-

ilarly, the original correct class is usually still within the

top-k classes of the new result [23]. Inspired by this ob-

servation, we target our inpainting operations to areas that

are most significant to the top-n classes according to CAM.

The value of n is one of the hyperparameters of our method

and in Section 5.1 we will experimentally evaluate how it

affects to the performance of the defence. The best results

were obtained with n = 5, although the performance was

relatively stable over a range of different values.

4.1.1 Class Activation Maps (CAM)

In the case of real-world images, the image pixels have

highly uneven contribution to the classification outcome

[10]. Therefore, if the most influential image areas can be

protected from perturbations, the classifier may able to work

correctly despite of the adversarial attack. These influential

pixels can be detected using either saliency detectors [12]

or CAM [36]. In this paper, we utilise the CAM technique

presented in [36], since the saliency models are usually op-

timised to predict human eye-fixation densities rather than

reflecting the characteristics of the classifier. In the follow-

ing, we will shortly describe the basic principle in the CAM

technique and refer the reader to [36] for more details.

Zhou et al. [35] demonstrated that the CNN layers have

potential to act as object detectors even if the network is

trained only for the image classification task. The same

Figure 2. a) An example CAM response obtained using the input

image in Figure 1; and b) the corresponding masked image area.

principle is utilised in the CAM technique [36] to perform

weakly-supervised localisation of class specific discrimina-

tive areas. These areas are obtained by selecting a target

class label and back-propagating the corresponding infor-

mation throughout the CNN layers all the way to the input

image.

Intuitively, each unit in CNN is activated by certain pat-

terns that indicate the presence or absence of a class. Let

rk (x, y) indicate the presence of class specific patterns in

kth unit at the spatial location (x, y). Now the CAM Mc for

a class c is obtained as a weighted sum of these responses

as

Mc (x, y) =
∑

k

wc
k × rk (x, y) , (3)

where wc
k denotes the importance of the kth channel for the

class c (see [36] for more details). This kind of map does not

capture the fine-grained details, but roughly highlights the

image locations corresponding to the target class. Figures 1

and 2 illustrate examples of the obtained CAM maps.

The fully connected layers are hampering the localisa-

tion performance of the CAM. Hence, they are usually

replaced by either global average pooling (GAP) [15] or

global max pooling (GMP) layers [20]. In our work, we

adopt the GAP based approach since it consider all discrim-

inative areas of an object, whereas GMP considers only the

most discriminative part [35]. We are interested in recognis-

ing all these parts rather than just the most significant one.

For instance, parts like face can be considered as a face if

they contain some facial attributes like eyes, nose, eyebrows

and so on [37]. Alternatively, one could use GradCAM

[26], which is a generalisation of the basic CAM technique

and does not require any modifications to the classifier. We

did not experiment with GradCAM, since already the basic

CAM [36] provide excellent performance.

We will calculate the CAM responses using each of the

top n classes as a target class, one at a time. This results

in n maps that are later used to determine the reconstructed

image areas (see Fig. 1). We note that it is important to

obtain the CAM using the same classifier f that is being

protected from the adversarial attacks.
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4.1.2 Removing class-specific areas

The reconstructed image area is determined using the fol-

lowing procedure. Firstly, we detect p̄ highest scoring local

maxima from the first CAM response map. We utilise non-

maxima suppression to avoid nearly overlapping detections.

Secondly, we remove all image data within (2w + 1) ×
(2w + 1) square box centred at each of the selected p̄ lo-

cal maxima. More specifically,

Xc(x, y) = 0 if |xi − x| ≤ w and |yi − y| ≤ w, (4)

where Xc refers to the input image, (xi, yi) is the location

of the selected maxima, i = 1 . . . p̄, and |·| denotes the ab-

solute value. We repeat this process for all n CAM response

maps. For later use, we will also create a binary mask M

indicating the removed image areas (i.e., M = 1 if the pixel

is masked and otherwise M = 0). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate

the described workflow and the obtained binary masks.

4.2. Image Inpainting

The image areas, removed in the previous stage, are re-

constructed using image inpainting method. In particular,

we use the inpainting technique described in [34]. Their

method is based on two-stage coarse-to-fine architecture for

increasing the receptive fields and stabilising the training

phase. In the first stage, coarse inpainting is carried out us-

ing a network that is explicitly trained for minimizing the

reconstruction loss. In the next stage, the coarse predic-

tion is refined to produce a realistic image using a network

which minimizes reconstruction loss along with the adver-

sarial losses. This network analyses both the global and

local image characteristics for the refinement by incorpo-

rating the global and local Wasserstein GANs respectively.

Figure 1 shows an example of the inpainting result.

4.3. Image Fusion

In some cases the inpainting may result in blurry recon-

struction, that may re-focuse the classifier on the remain-

ing image areas. These areas might also be subject to the

adversarial perturbations and to mitigate this, we fuse the

inpainted result with denoised version of the original input.

That is, we apply a denoising technique to the original input

image and then replace the pixels indicated by the mask M

with the corresponding inpainted versions. In this way, the

denoising is not applied to the inpainted areas as it can re-

sult in blurring which eventually degrade the classification

performance. More specifically,

Ir (x, y) = M (x, y)×Ii (x, y)+(1−M (x, y))×Id (x, y)
(5)

where Ir, M , Ii, and Id represent the fused output image,

the mask image, inpainted image, and denoised image, re-

spectively. Finally, the fused image Ir is provided to the

classifier f for classification.

We experimented with several denoising approaches and

the corresponding results are outlined in Section 5.5. The

most suitable technique was found to be the wavelet denois-

ing presented in [23]. Therefore, we use this method in all

other experiments.

5. Experiments

In this section, we will assess the performance of the pro-

posed CIIDefence and compare it with other well known

defences. The evaluation will be done in terms of classifi-

cation accuracy (i.e., top-1 prediction) as the adversarial de-

fence can be considered successful when the system is able

to correctly classify the input image. Following the com-

mon practice [23], we will concentrate on cases where the

adversarial attack is applied to images that were originally

correctly classified. The other cases, such as originally mis-

classfied images, would not provide a useful measure of the

defence efficacy. However, we will evaluate the impact of

the defence on the original classification accuracy (i.e., the

case where no attack is applied).

The evaluation dataset contains 3500 randomly selected

examples from the ImageNet [7] validation set. The eval-

uation images are further divided into two non-overlapping

subparts referred as training and validation set. The train-

ing set consists of 500 images and it is used for parameter

selection, analysing BPDA attack and for ablation studies.

The remaining 3000 images make the validation set that

is used for analysing the classification performance in the

other experiments. Since only correctly classified images

are considered, the classification accuracy of the original

set is 100%.

Similar to most previous works [33, 32, 23], we concen-

trate on white-box setup (attacker has access to the network

architecture) as opposed to black box attacks (attacker has

no access to the network architecture). White-box attack is

generally more challenging to defend as the attacker has ac-

cess to the internal structure of the system. This choice is

also supported by the recent results in [4] stating that a de-

fence can be robustly evaluated by providing the complete

knowledge of the defence to the adversary (i.e. white box

setup). This is known as Kerckhoffs principle [3].

The CIIDefence is not restricted to any specific image

classification architecture. In our experiments, we consider

ImageNet pre-trained VGG-161 [28], ResNet-101 [11]2,

and Inception-v3 [29]3. It is important to note that the same

classifier should be used for obtaining the CAM responses

for the defence and for the final image classification. Fi-

nally, we use Foolbox library4 [24] to implement the adver-

sarial attacks with normalised RMSE, |L2| equal to 0.03.

1https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ frossard/vgg16/vgg16 weights.npz
2http://download.tensorflow.org/models/resnet v1 101 2016 08 28.tar.gz
3http://download.tensorflow.org/models/inception v3 2016 08 28.tar.gz
4https://github.com/bethgelab/foolbox
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Figure 3. Top-1 classification accuracies, obtained by varying different hyperparameters: a) p̄, b) w (rather than (2w + 1)), and c) n. The

x-axis corresponds to the hyperparameter value and y-axis denotes the classification accuracy. Note the different scales on y-axis.

5.1. Parameter Selection

The proposed CIIDefence contains three hyperparam-

eters related to image masking. These are p̄, w and n which

control the number of masked windows per class, the size of

the masked image patch, and the number of considered top

ranking classes, respectively. For the inpainting and denois-

ing methods, we use the parameters from the original publi-

cations. Unfortunately, the optimal hyperparameters values

depend on the specific adversarial attack. For instance, dif-

ferent Lp norm values and objective functions result in dif-

ferent characteristics in the adversarial images. Neverthe-

less, we should select a fixed set of hyperparameters since

the specific adversarial attack is usually not known a-priori.

In this section, we analyse the effect of the hyperpa-

rameter selection using our training set of 500 images and

pre-trained ResNet-101 classification network. We utilise

line search for each hyperparameter value and evaluate the

performance with respect to well known FGSM [9], IGSM

[13], DFool [19], PGD [18] and C&W [5] attacks. For the

C&W attack, we use only the L2 loss. The results are ob-

tained by setting the corresponding hyperparameter to the

designated value and finding the maximum performance

over the remaining hyperparameters. Figure 3 depicts the

mean classification accuracies for different configurations.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the results over different values of

p̄ (number of masked windows per class). One can observe

that the performance first quickly increases, then remains

relatively stable, and later declines at higher values of p̄. If

p̄ is very small, we apply the reconstruction only for a few

locations, which might not be enough to mitigate the attack.

In contrast, if p̄ has high value, the area of the inpainted

region grows and they may lead to large holes that are dif-

ficult to reconstruct. Figure 4 shows an example case with

high p̄ value. One can clearly observe blurring at the re-

constructed areas. Overall, the results indicate that the best

performance is obtained at p̄ = 3 and we use this value in

the other experiments.

Figure 3(b) depicts the results for different values of w

(size of masked image patch). The overall characteristics is

similar to Figure 3(a), although the variation in the results

is clearly smaller. One can still observe a clear trend of

decreasing performance with increasing w. This is caused

by the fact that larger areas are harder to reconstruct accu-

rately. However, if the window size is too small, we might

leave too much adversarial perturbations to the output. Fig-

ure 5 illustrates a few example reconstructions with differ-

ent window sizes. Based on the results, we selected w = 3
(i.e. 7×7 window) to be used for the rest of the experiments.

Finally, Figure 3(c) illustrates the performance with re-

spect to different values of n (number of considered top

ranking classes). We assumed that the original correct label

should remain within the top n classes after the adversar-

ial attack. This hypothesis is supported by the observations

in [23]. Therefore, if n is very small, the above assump-

tion may not hold in all cases. On the other hand, when

n increases, we end up masking (and reconstructing) larger

parts of the image. Based on the results, we select n = 5
as a reasonable compromise. We will use this value for the

rest of the experiments.

5.2. Performance Against Wellknown Attacks

In this section, we assess the performance of the

CIIDefence against five well known attacks: FGSM [9],

IGSM [13], DFool [19], PGD [18] and C&W [5]. The ex-

periments with BPDA [2] attack are presented later in Sec-

tion 5.4. Here we report the classification accuracies ob-

tained using the test set (3000 images) and different clas-

sification networks. We also report the results in the cases

where either no attack or no defence is applied. Table 5.2

summarises the results for the different combinations.

If no attack is applied, the CIIDefence seems to re-

sult in a small decrease in the classification performance,

Figure 4. Example of spurious reconstruction caused by large p̄

value (number of masked patches per class): a) the original image,

b) image where the selected areas are removed; and c) the recon-

structed image. The eyes are removed by the reconstruction since

multiple masking windows have merged into a large hole covering

the entire eye region.
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Figure 5. Spurious reconstruction caused by large window size w.

a) Image area corresponding to the left eye in Figure 1. b) Re-

sult after inpainting the (7× 7) block (green box). c) Result after

inpainting the (13 × 13) block (green box). One can observe in-

creased blurriness as the window size is increased.

which is less than 2 percent points in all cases. When the

adversarial attack is applied, one can observe further perfor-

mance decrease. However, for the DFool, PGD, and C&W

attacks the reduction is roughly one percent points (slightly

more with VGG-16). The FGSM and IGSM seem to be the

strongest attacks, but even in these cases the performance

reduction is only up to 13 percent points, which is consider-

ably better compared to the other state-of-the-art defences

(see the next section). By analysing the failure cases, we

found out that most of them are due to improper inpainting

or denoising that produces blurry output images. Figure 6

illustrates a typical failure case with blurry inpainting result.

5.3. Comparison with Stateoftheart Defences

Most of the existing defences are primarily focusing on

the performance with datasets containing a small number

of classes and small image. Such method would be unsuit-

able for the experiments using ImageNet dataset. There-

fore, we include only the following recent works, proposed

originally for larger-scale images, in our comparison: fea-

ture squeezing [33]; randomized resizing and padding [32];

quilting and TVM [10]; PD and wavelet denoising [23];

and high level guided denoisers [14]. We use the imple-

mentations from the original authors, except for the robust

activation maps in the pixel deflection that has no publicly

available program code. For this part, we used our own im-

plementation of the method.

The experiments were performed using the test set (3000

images) and the ResNet-101 classifier. We report the per-

formance against FGSM [9], IGSM [13], DFool [19],and

C&W [5] attacks. We also report the results when no attack

is applied (clean images). For comparability, we report the

result in terms of destruction rate that depicts the fraction of

adversarial images that are correctly classified after apply-

ing the defence [23]. For instance, the destruction rate of 1

indicates that all the adversarial images are correctly clas-

sified due to the defence. We note that, ensemble training

could further improve the efficacy of adversarial defences,

but it was not considered to avoid classifier re-training.

Table 2 presents the results for different attack and de-

fence combinations. Firstly, it can be observed that all de-

Figure 6. Example of a failure case caused by the class-specific

image inpainting: a) the original image; b) fused output image;

and c) blurry blocks resulting form the inpainting.

fences decrease the original classification performance with

clean images. However, the reduction seems to be small-

est using the proposed CIIDefence. We believe that this

is obtained by inpainting only small image blocks consid-

ering the local and global image characteristics. Further-

more, when the attacks are applied, the proposed defence

provides clearly the best protection. The difference is most

significant with FGSM and IGSM attacks.

5.4. Performance Against BPDA Attack

Modern defences usually include a non-differentiable

operation that aims at preventing the attacker from obtain-

ing the full gradient information using back propagation al-

gorithm. Such approach is referred as gradient masking and

it is very effective against many well known attacks. Similar

operation is done in CIIDefence by fusing the inpainted

areas and the denoised image.

However, Athalye et al. [2] proposed an attack known

as BPDA where the non-differentiable components are ap-

proximated with differentiable ones for obtaining approx-

imations of the true gradients. It was shown in [2] and

[1] that BPDA was able to breach several well-known de-

fences in almost all the cases. BPDA is considered as one

of the most effective attacks proposed so far. Therefore,

we wanted to carefully analyse the performance of the pro-

posed defence in the case of BPDA attack.

We apply the BPDA against the CIIDefence by replac-

ing the non-differentiable inpainting, denoising, and fusion

layers with the identity function (for backward pass only).

Such an approximation can be performed because the orig-

inal and fused images are similar [2]. Moreover, we apply

PGD along with the BPDA by setting the maximum number

of iterations to 100.

The obtained results indicated that BPDA was able to cir-

cumvent CIIDefence in 20% of the cases, when the max-

imum allowable intensity variation was set to 3/255. The

results in [1] and [2] showed that the similar BPDA attack

was able to completely breach the state-of-the-art defences

presented in [32], [10], [23] and [14] (i.e. rendering the cor-

responding classification accuracy to 0%). Therefore, our

results with the CIIDefence are substantially better com-
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Table 1. Performance of the proposed defence in against the well-known attack methods and without any attack.

Attack VGG-16 VGG-16 Inception-v3 Inception-v3 ResNet-101 ResNet-101

No Defence2 Proposed No Defence2 Proposed No Defence2 Proposed

Original1 100% 98.7% 100% 98.1% 100% 98.6%

FGSM 18.5% 85.2% 19.2% 86.3% 18.9% 85.7%

IGSM 12.3% 92.9% 13.1% 93.6% 14.7% 93.8%

DFool 13.4% 96.3% 15.3% 97.1% 16.2% 97.6%

PGD 0% 98.1% 0% 97.6% 0% 97.8%

C&W 0% 96.5% 3.4% 97.9% 2.7% 98.2%
1When no attack is applied.
2When no defence is applied.

pared to the previous state-of-the-art defences.

Upon inspection, it was found that the failure cases arise

when BPDA was able to substantially decrease the score

and the ranking of the true class label. In such case, our

reconstruction approach is not able to recognise and inpaint

the relevant areas as the maximum number of considered

classes was limited to n. Nevertheless, our total number of

failure cases was significantly lower as compared to other

defences.

5.5. Ablation Studies

In this section, analyse the contributions of the denois-

ing and reconstruction components of our method. Further-

more, we compare them with JPEG [6] compression and

image quilting technique [10], which could be considered

as corresponding baseline methods, respectively. The anal-

ysis is performed using the training set of 500 images and

the results reported in Table 3 in terms of top-1 classifica-

tion accuracy. It can be observed that the best performance

is achieved when using the proposed inpainting based re-

construction approach in combination with the wavelet de-

noising [23]. The comparison with quilting [10] method

suggests that the proposed class-specific inpainting of small

image areas is better option over full image reconstruction.

6. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we proposed a Class-specific Image In-

painting Defence (CIIDefence) that was shown to with-

Table 2. Comparison with other well known defences in terms of

destruction rate.

Defence FGSM IGSM DFool C&W No Attack

[33] 0.449 0.687 0.798 0.927 0.938

[32] 0.467 0.712 0.956 0.972 0.941

[10] 0.642 0.895 0.866 0.871 0.789

[14] 0.514 0.742 0.948 0.978 0.946

[23] 0.638 0.803 0.819 0.856 0.963

Proposed 0.822 0.926 0.971 0.982 0.986

stand several well-known powerful adversarial attacks in-

cluding the BPDA [2]. The defence consisted of a class spe-

cific image reconstruction and an image denoising stages,

which were later fused to form the transformed image.

The proposed combination implements a non-differentiable

layer that is not easily approximated with a simple differen-

tiable alternative as seen in the BPDA experiments.

The image reconstruction is applied to small and care-

fully selected image areas most influential to the classifi-

cation outcome. The selection procedure is guided by the

class activation maps. Moreover, the CIIDefence does

not require retraining or modifications to the final classifier.

The experiments, indicate that the CIIDefence has mini-

mal effect on the initial classification accuracy, while being

excellent protection against the state-of-the-art adversarial

attacks. According to the results, the CIIDefence clearly

outperform several recently proposed defence methods.

The possible future work includes improving the image

denoiser and the inpainting techniques. In addition, one

could increase the number of considered classes to further

improve the performance agains the BPDA attack.
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Table 3. The results of the ablation of our method study.

Denoiser JPEG JPEG None [23] None [23]1

Inpainting No Yes No No Yes Yes1

Quilting No No Yes No No No1

Original 93.6% 95.8% 74.2% 95.4% 98.2% 99.2%

FGSM 35.8% 81.6% 68.4% 39.2% 78.2% 87.6%

IGSM 34.4% 89.9% 67.2% 30.4% 83.6% 93.8%

DFool 61.2% 91.6% 65.8% 58.6% 88.8% 97.8%

C&W 83.2% 96.4% 68.6% 94.2% 97.4% 98.4%
1Used in the proposed CIIDefence method.
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